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In his meditation Signe'ponge Derrida identifies in the work of Ponge the device of signing work with the poet's own signature as a special development of the trope mise en abyme. I want to explore the operation of this trope in two poems, "Mending Wall" and "Father's Bedroom," by two mythographers of New England, Robert Frost and Robert Lowell, and to suggest that its function is specifically determined by their implicit task of "writing New England." 2 The trope is rare but has a long history in English. 3 Generally the signature constitutes a concealment through which the poet becomes one with the work by converting himself into a rhetorical figure. Without elaborating a psychoanalytic theory of poetry, I believe that the mise en abyme as signature is a defence in a classical Freudian sense, a reaction to repression, and that such defences may constitute reaction to anxiety in the face of poetic tradition. 4 In Frost this mechanism may clearly be seen at work:
Something there is that doesn't love a wall, That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it And spills the upper boulders in the sun, And makes gaps even two can pass abreast. The signature is concealed by metaphorical displacement by its namesake. The attributes of "frost" as breaker down of barriers are those the poet gives to his persona. In Frost, the development of signature occurs through his stance as New England farmer: in the homespun wisdom of "Fire and Ice," not only the poet's name is concealed but also the destructive power of poetic will which it embodies:
I think I know enough of hate To say that for destruction ice Is also great And would suffice.
In "Mending Wall" the encounter between Frost and his neighbour allows us entry to the rationale of the concealed signature: I could say "Elves" to him, But it's not elves exactly, and I'd rather He said it for himself. I see him there, Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed. He moves in darkness as it seems to me, Not of woods only and the shade of trees. He will not go behind his father's saying. And likes having thought of it so well He says again. "Good fences make good neighbours!" Two things are happening here, both of which relate to the New England tradition. To understand the supernatural references we may slip behind Hawthorne and back, for example, to Cotton Mather, where we find a horrified engagement and guilty fascination with the wild and scary landscape and its inhabitants, natural and otherwise. The poem places Frost in the tradition of writers who sense things around them. Furthermore, by almost equating " Elves " with the breakers of walls, Frost himself becomes an unseen inhabitant. Thus the naturalizing metaphor which signs in the poet enables his creation of a world to appear an organic growth; and though the destructive end of poetic will is not fully suppressed, a bond of consent between speaker and language is reached which enables a myth to be sustained through metaphor.
The poem also treads the path of transcendentalism. The analysis above relates to transcendental pastoralism as much as to Puritan theology, as Emerson's comment should remind us: "A lady with whom I was riding in the forest said to me that the woods always seemed to her to wait, as if the genii who inhabit them suspended their deeds until the wayfarer had passed onwards."
5 Similarly, the neighbour's pleasure in a saw which is made his own while he is fully conscious that it is not his own is, in its dialectical twist, characteristic of this New England philosophy. Of course, while the neighbour identifies with his father through the saying, the actual speaker in the encounter between reader and language staged by the poem is Robert Frost, so through another encoding of poetic presence the neighbour becomes the poet's offspring and, as a product of his will, this is right.
The invocation of the father helps us to understand the rationale of signature in another way too, since it shows how Frost is placed above a deep tradition. His vertigo draws him into the landscape which he both creates and inhabits and he accuses the neighbour of not going " behind his father's saying." This accusation is a seal of poetic authority but the father's saying is also a personal tradition which organizes the neighbour's experience and mediates his perception just as Mather and Emerson do for Frost. Here the mise en abyme represents an operation of reading and writing more generally as tradition speaks through the neighbour just as it speaks through Frost. Thus the signature gains the poet an entry into tradition, but why does he cover his tracks through a metaphor?
The idea of the father's saying is complex, but as an action and a naming it may be seen as that moment when the individual is taken into the social order by being made subjectively identifiable. The father's saying "Robert Frost" fixes the poet in a particular space. In a literal sense, therefore, a concealed signature constitutes a going-behind of the father while, by identifying himself metaphorically with the natural world, the poet becomes a force which is necessarily anterior to any individual subjectivity. Obviously, "Mending Wall" is a poem about repression. Even in everyday language we speak of " building walls " and "breaking down barriers" between ourselves and others, between inside and outside. A full psycho-analytic reading would take on the repressiveness of the patriarchal order and see a metaphor of Frost the creator, subverting the father's authority and overcoming the fear of retributive castration to come joyfully into his own in an encounter with a poor repressed creature, id-like in being and bowed down by the dictates of the superego. There is also an internal struggle between the repressive weight of tradition and the idea of new creation; an anxious recognition of the hierarchies of poetic consciousness, full of myth, regulated by conscience, bowed down by wisdom.
This kind of reading is attractive but it does not go far enough in its engagement with the autochthonic fantasy of Frost's rhetoric. Although the signature enables Frost to get behind the father, and escape crude nomenclature, the very act of signing ensnares him in the poetic tradition which organizes thought through metaphorical language. While superficially the text appears to articulate a conventional family romance which narrates the overcoming of anxiety, the anxiety is, in fact, not so much overcome as redirected away from the biological father and towards the much sterner poetic ancestors. As Eliot put it:
Upon the glazen shelves kept watch Matthew and Waldo, guardians of the faith, The army of unalterable law. 6 It is with one eye on this shelf that Frost moves into the landscape nervously sniffing the air and shy of appearing in the flesh, taking no risk of exposure to frost-bite.
Discussion of the biological and cultural fathers leads us easily into Robert Lowell's " Father's Bedroom." In this poem the mise en abyme operates in a different yet related manner. At a preliminary scanning out leaps "Robbie from Mother," but the reader will note that this Robert Lowell is not the poet, but his father of the same name. The trope conceals the designation of one entity beneath the formally identical designation of another -a neat and painful screen which covers the acerbic edge of Lowell's anxious rhetoric.
Lowell inscribes himself upon his father's world, a world of his own poetic creation, and it is proper that the poem should begin with a metaphor of writing: blue threads as thin as pen writing on the bedspread, The traces of the father's presence through his possessions become a text to Lowell as he makes writing his own possession, a trace which will ensure his own presence after death. The poem thus begins in anxiety born out of the close identification between the poet and the dead father and cruelly enforced by the signature. The shared name is written upon a book, a bearer of writing, an object easily standing for immortality. The book is "punished like rhinoceros hide."
7 This wounding will become significant as my reading develops.
The signature here is not so much a signing as a naming for its writer was neither of the bearers of the name "Robbie" but the mother of one and grandmother of the other. The anxious relationship between Lowell and his mother and the threatening figures which women often cut in his work become clear in this detail. The mother is a collaborator in the wounding and an appropriator of the name; so the identification of writing with being and possession lends significance to the poem's coda:
Years later in the same hand: "This book has had hard usage On the Yangtse River, China. It was left under an open porthole in a storm."
That "Same hand" jars the consciousness; it causes the heavy symbolism of the poem's close to invest its other parts. The damaged, inscribed book props up a lamp which is not tall enough to fulfill its job, a porthole in a ship (always female in English) has let a wildness into the male world, a wildness which hides in Chinese sandals, a world of sandpapered neatness.
Placing this sketch for a reading of "Father's Bedroom" against that of "Mending Wall" we see that the trope of mise en abyme leads us readily into a psycho-analytic account of the poems. However, there are important differences between the two. In Frost the poet is poised uncertainly between personal io8 Notes and Comment repression and a succumbing to the repressive weight of poetic tradition. In Lowell a similar pressure arcs in tension across the poem, yet because Lowell is a strong poet whose mature work makes the voice of tradition his own, it is the domestic situation which exerts the greater pressure on the dynamic of his writing. As an historical poet Lowell consistently allows the distanced view of the chronicler to be pushed out by the subjectivity of the autobiographer. 8 In dealing with New England -and he, as much as Frost, was a regionalist -he replaces cultural history with an eclectic gathering of dynastic memory. Even in his most celebrated work, "For the Union Dead," a supplementation of panegyric epitaphs to Colonel Shaw and an annexation of New Critical homage to the Confederacy is transformed into a baroque and encrusted version of the present organized as an idiosyncratic memoir.
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The two poets articulate that which causes them most anxiety. In Lowell the identification between poet and poem is very close. This is why the mise en abyme as signature is an important effect of his work; he does not write about himself, he writes himself, and each of his poems may be seen as palimpsestic coverings of a feverish autographing. Lowell is master of his poetic self and moves with confidence in the tradition but the psychology of his persona, so closely justified with himself, is hemmed in by familial dread, fear and unresolved tension. Frost, on the other hand, appears easily to have mastered the domestic sphere but his construction of an almost archetypal persona, which enables his work to speak through personalizations of proverbial wisdom, signifies his constant struggle with the grip of his cultural heritage.
All poetry may be said to be the product of tension but the nature of the tension varies from text to text. A characteristic of New England poetry, a structural force sustaining its integrity, is a tension between the individual and an especially forbidding cultural tradition. The tension is made particularly acute by the imperative demand and impossible condition of Whitman's call to American poets in the "Preface" to Leaves of Grass. How can new form be created in a language inhabited by ghosts? In a medium which works by speaking of one thing as if it were another? In New England with a long, strong tradition the problem is greatest; time and time again the individual confronts the social, and the present confronts the past, in the region's two foremost poets. They deal with the problem in different ways, and a study of the operation of the mise en abyme seems particularly helpful in the teasing out of the details and significance of the difference.
